OREGON WIND ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

Flute/Piccolo
Mary Buckler
Danielle Holten*
Emmett McCutchen
Jennifer Miller
Theresa Stieger

Oboe
Kevin Findtner
Marisa Schwartzman*
Jennica Smith

Clarinet
Michael Almich
Paul Cummings
Grant Linsell
Nathan Macaulay
Blake McCooe*
Danielle Miller
Brant Stai
Julie Thieman

Bass Clarinet
Laura Arthur
Karen Dungan*
Grant Linsell

Bassoon/Contrabassoon
Brian Ellingboe*
Michelle White

Saxophone
Kendra Borgen
Dave Camwell*
Jesse Dochnahl
Dylan Dwyer*

Horn
Erick Arenas
Benjamin Garrett*
Leah Golden-Sea
John Maggi
Rachel Seay*

Trumpet
Makiko Chiashi
Kim Hannon
Josh Head*
Alex Lowe
Chris Rowbotham
Patrick Velliouette*

Trombone
Ryan Chaney*
Lisa Miller
Luke Warren

Euphonium
Skyler Johnson
Andy Schantz*

Tuba
Laurence S. Good*
Yukitada Onitsuka

Timpani
David Constantine*

Percussion
Erica Drake
Adam Kehl*
Tom Mulkey
Chris Whyte

String Bass
Nicholas Brown

Piano
Guinevere Sänger

* principal
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* * *
PROGRAM

OREGON JAZZ ENSEMBLE

I Like Fun Things          Greg Goebel
Rockin’ in Rhythm          Duke Ellington

UNIVERSITY SINGERS

Rorando coeli             Jan Campanus Vodnansky
Drop down dews from heaven above
Let the clouds rain down righteousness,
Let the earth be opened wide
And bud forth a Savior.

A Red, Red, Rose          James Mulholland

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child  arr. Jerry Ulrich
Suzie Day & Katie Hopkins, soloists

Daemon Irrepit Callidus  György Orbán
The Demon sneaks expertly
Tempting the honorable heart;
He sets forth trickery amidst praise, song and dance.
However amiably the Demon acts,
It is still worth less than the heart of Jesus.

The Flesh is tempted by sensuality;
Gluttony clings to our senses;
It overgrows, it encroaches, it stretches.
However appealing the Flesh is,
It is still worth less than the heart of Jesus.

Though the Universe may confer
Thousands upon thousands of praises,
They neither fulfill nor put out the desire of the heart.
However appealing the whole Universe is,
It is still worth less than the heart of Jesus.

Oregon Pledge Song          John Stark Evans

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY PERSONNEL

Violin I
Dan Flanagan**
Yoichiro Eisaki
Lillie Wells
Omporn Kowintha
Siripong Tiptan
Liz O’Mara
Tanya Couture
Laurel Frick-Wright
Mzuri Robertson
Tia Pietsch
Leif Karlstrom
Rose Barrett

Violin II
Sarah Moseley*
Lionel Thomas
Elizabeth Doty
Maureen Sander
Peter Shim
David Rand
Julia Cuellar
Lindsey Matsuo
Kristina Birchler
Jeanine Herndon
Danea Thomason
Rose Sciaroni

Viola
Samara Humbert*
Michelle Davidson
Jackie Schmidt
Sojin Kim
Emma Tepfer
Graeme Huguenot
Kathleen Kilgore
Peter Hallinan
Jeanne Collins

Cello
Gabrielle Arness*
Nicholas Brown
Noah Seitz
Jonathan Vetter
Nick Stevens
Johanna Bauer
Jeanine Lafitte
Chris Thomas

Bass
Tyler Abbott*
Eddy Robinson
Aaron Wagner
Erik Minnough
Josh Britton
Dylan DeRobertis

Flute
Jasmine Hedrick*
Kanae Komugi
Danielle Holton

Oboe
Marissa Schwartzman*
Kevin Findtner
Jamie Buhite

Clarinet
Todd DelGuidice*
Blake McGee
Laura Woodruff (Bass Cl)
Michael Almich (E*)

Bassoon
Beth Shoemaker*
Chris Fitzgerald
Melissa Schoenack

Bassoon
Beth Shoemaker*
Chris Fitzgerald
Melissa Schoenack

Horn
Scott King*
Rachel Seay
Benjamin Garrett
Timon Smith

Trumpet
Michael Wilson*
Makiko Chiashi
Patrick Vellaquett
Alex Lowe

Trombone
Matt Moresi*
Joe Freuen
Nathan Brown

Tuba
Seth Horner

Harp
Alison Bjorkedal*
Marilyn Henkel

Timpani
Tracy Freeze*

Percussion
Brian Gardener *
Mark Lighthiser
Aaron Jester
Chris Lay
Josh Hakanson
Anna Hathaway
Brenda Lauffenberger

Piano/Celeste
Shaunna Eberhard*
Micki Marshall

Organ
Melissa Weidner
Rose Whitmore

Buccini
John Adler
Kim Hannon
Malia Bafaro

Mandolin
Rick Blake

** concertmaster
* principal
UNIVERSITY SINGERS PERSONNEL

Soprano
Anna Ballard
Mishaela Bittick
Sarah Cawley
Caitlin Cushing
Susannah Day
Rachel Gitner
Katie Hopkings
Dana Hutcheon
JiYun Jeong
Sarah Klein
Traci Knights
Lauren May
Chelsea Rodgers
Ceara Turner
Evynne Smith
Tami Wallace
Rose Wang

Alto
Bonnie Cheung
Schell Easterday
Gretchen Farrar
Noelle Ferguson
Logan Gentry
Ona Jewell
Julia Klaus
Jackie Koehne
Julie Lehnhardt
Megan Lutsock
Shaina Levy
Anna Metzger-Sieg
Emily Pidcock
Kathleen Sullivan
Ashley Ward
Rachel Wierichs
Sarah Wood
Katie Zollner

Tenor
Moses Barrett
Michael Brunit
Ryan Callison
Rob Floyd
Conrad Frank
Peter Hollens
Josh Klatz
Michael Sarnoff-Wood
Kieran Schnabel
Lionel Thomas
Nate Von Colditz

Bass
Paul Anderson
Cooper Bombadil
Nicholas Brown
Ryan Bruce
Cody Curry
Ray Elliot
Micah Hayes
Brian Jacobson
Mike Peterson
Andrew Sauvageau
Paul Sherwin
Matt Strauser
Matt Svoboda
Peter Vomocil
Kellen Wertz

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY

Feste Romane
1. Circenses
2. Il Giubileo
3. L’ Ottobrata
4. La Befana

OREGON WIND ENSEMBLE

Visionplace of Souls (2002)

Blue Shades (1997)

OREGON JAZZ ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

Saxophone
David Camwell
Dylan Dwyer
Todd DelGiudice
Peter Curcio
Joe Manis

Trombone
Bryce Peltier
Matt Moresi
Joe Freuen
Alex Lowe

Trumpet
John Adler
Chris Rowbotham
Josh Head
Michael Wilson
Alex Lowe

Rhythm Section
Chris Ward, guitar
Greg Goebel, piano
Andrea Niemiec, bass
Jordan Glenn, drumset

* * *

If you are in the company of a small child or someone who may inadvertently cause distractions, kindly sit near a rear exit and be prepared to leave in a timely fashion. Please respect our artists and your fellow concert goers. House management reserves the right to request exiting the Hall when appropriate.